Is there a listing or consolidation and on-going updated reference of Colleges/Universities who are recognized to either pump out the types of individuals needed or who have dedicated programs for producing Cybersecurity workers? I would suggest such a thing be started if it is not already. Stakeholders could be surveyed as to where their cybersecurity workforce came/comes from and results updated and shared among all. It would probably work best for programmers, project managers, DB admins etc. But those people become tomorrow’s midlevel managers and executives.

I interview college bound high school seniors and transferring college freshmen/sophomores specifically for Georgetown University [but I am often asked, by others, as the local community knows I do this] and often am asked something like “what should I do, I like xxxx?” It would be nice to be able to talk about Cybersecurity beyond the “bland” STEM discussions: “take math and sciences!” It would be great to talk some details about relevant classes/courses and/or schools, if known.

Just a thought. I know you are into more detailed stuff than this and I applaud the work, but being an “education-believer/pusher”, in some small way I could talk locally about the need and help the “effort” if this knowledge were readily available.
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